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Executive Summary

The Broadband Forum is defining the next evolution of the Broadband Network Gateway (BNG) in Working
Text 459 [1]; separating the control plane (CP) from the User Plane (UP) into a disaggregated BNG
(DBNG). Whilst this approach has many benefits to both service providers and vendors as already
discussed in Marketing Report 459 [2], this report specifically details how the introduction of DBNG can
enhance the ability of the overall network to recover from BNG failures, enabling service providers to deliver
improved service availability to their end customers.
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Introduction

As the Broadband Network moves to a cloud-based model with the disaggregation and virtualization of a
number of key network elements, it is important to ask how this change can improve the resilience and
consequent availability of broadband services. Of particular interest is the Broadband Network Gateway,
which is generally considered to be the lynchpin of the Broadband Network; performing critical functions
such as granting subscriber access to the network, IP address assignment, service selection and policy
enforcement.

The current approach:

In the traditional Integrated BNG model, a single BNG network element communicates with and
authenticates each Residential or Business Gateway, then installs the required local forwarding and Quality
of Service rules. From this point forwards, the subscriber session is effectively ‘tied’ to this one BNG which
holds the subscribers authentication status, network connectivity requirements and traffic policy (this
information is known as the subscriber session state).

Figure 1: Traditional BNG approach with subscriber state held per BNG.
Without any further mitigation, the failure of an integrated BNG simply results in a customer outage and the
loss of the current subscriber session state.
Of course, network failures happen, and service providers can mitigate the impact of an integrated BNG
failure in a number of ways. Two common approaches are described below, along with their benefits and
challenges:
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Approach 1: Backup layer 2 tunnels
Benefits:
• Relatively simple to implement.
• Can be implemented on a per access
node basis.
• It is possible to evenly distribute backup
tunnels across the BNG nodes
Challenges:
• Subscribers need to re-authenticate
upon failure.
• The time to restore service is
unpredictable (as it depends upon the
Residential Gateway to reconnect).
• Failures can result in large signaling
storms.

MD-459.2

Approach 2: State synchronization
Benefits:
• Subscriber state is maintained during
failure
• Little of no outage upon BNG failure
Challenges:
• Makes use of proprietary state
synchronization
protocols
between
active and Standby BNG
• Drives higher network costs with
dedicated standby BNG nodes.

Improving resilience with BNG disaggregation:

In the disaggregated BNG, the BNG is split into the DBNG Control Plane (DBNG-CP) and DBNG User
Plane (DBNG-UP), with the centralized DBNG-CP responsible for communication with the Residential and
Business Gateways for all subscribers across a potentially large number of DBNG-UP.

Figure 2: Distributed BNG approach with centralized subscriber state
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The master subscriber state is now held centrally in the DBNG-CP, which is then responsible for sending
the required forwarding and QoS rules to each DBNG-UP using a standardized interface called the State
Control Interface (SCi).
This approach allows for improved resilience schemes that can achieve greater fault tolerance compared to
the existing traditional approaches, and can operate using only standardized protocols between the CP and
UP.

Figure 3: Example resilience scheme with DBNG
One example resilience scheme is shown in Figure 3 with preconfigured active and standby Layer 2 tunnels
between every access node and at least 2 different DBNG-UP, delivering a combination of all of the
benefits of the two traditional approaches described in the previous section.
In addition, as the DBNG-CP has an overall view of all DBNG-UP, it will result in a significant reduction in
the configuration complexity (compared to configuring distributed resilience schemes across multiple
separate traditional BNG).
A further improvement to this DBNG resilience scheme may be achieved through deployment of the
Steering Function identified in WT-459, which allows the DBNG-CP to reconfigure the network dynamically
to send any subscriber or group of subscribers to any reachable DBNG-UP. This will enable additional
optimizations such as automatically ensuring even network loading during failure events, and removing the
operationally complex need to predefine the active/standby configuration.

Figure 4: Dynamic resilience using the Session Steering Function
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Conclusion

The Disaggregated BNG under definition by the Broadband Forum in WT-459 [1] can inherently provide
enhanced resilience schemes for Broadband Services, enabling Service Providers to deliver improved
customer experience under network failure events. Compared to the two commonly deployed traditional
resilience approaches described in this report, the DBNG approach can deliver all the combined benefits
both approaches, with none of the challenges. In addition, other new capabilities under definition within
WT-459 (such as session steering) may provide opportunities even further improve the overall network
resilience to failures.
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Notice
The Broadband Forum is a non-profit corporation organized to create guidelines for broadband network
system development and deployment. This Marketing Report has been approved by members of the
Forum. This Marketing Report is subject to change. This Marketing Report is owned and copyrighted by
the Broadband Forum, and all rights are reserved. Portions of this Marketing Report may be owned and/or
copyrighted by Broadband Forum members.
Intellectual Property
Recipients of this Marketing Report are requested to submit, with their comments, notification of any
relevant patent claims or other intellectual property rights of which they may be aware that might be
infringed by any implementation of this Marketing Report, or use of any software code normatively
referenced in this Marketing Report, and to provide supporting documentation.
Terms of Use
1. License
Broadband Forum hereby grants you the right, without charge, on a perpetual, non-exclusive and worldwide
basis, to utilize the Marketing Report for the purpose of developing, making, having made, using, marketing,
importing, offering to sell or license, and selling or licensing, and to otherwise distribute, products complying
with the Marketing Report, in all cases subject to the conditions set forth in this notice and any relevant
patent and other intellectual property rights of third parties (which may include members of Broadband
Forum). This license grant does not include the right to sublicense, modify or create derivative works based
upon the Marketing Report except to the extent this Marketing Report includes text implementable in
computer code, in which case your right under this License to create and modify derivative works is limited
to modifying and creating derivative works of such code. For the avoidance of doubt, except as qualified by
the preceding sentence, products implementing this Marketing Report are not deemed to be derivative
works of the Marketing Report.
2. NO WARRANTIES
THIS MARKETING REPORT IS BEING OFFERED WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY WHATSOEVER, AND IN
PARTICULAR, ANY WARRANTY OF NONINFRINGEMENT AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. ANY USE OF THIS MARKETING REPORT SHALL BE MADE ENTIRELY AT
THE USER’S OR IMPLEMENTER'S OWN RISK, AND NEITHER THE BROADBAND FORUM, NOR ANY
OF ITS MEMBERS OR SUBMITTERS, SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER TO ANY USER,
IMPLEMENTER, OR THIRD PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, DIRECTLY
OR INDIRECTLY, ARISING FROM THE USE OF THIS MARKETING REPORT, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, AND INDIRECT DAMAGES.
3. THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Without limiting the generality of Section 2 above, BROADBAND FORUM ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPILE, CONFIRM, UPDATE OR MAKE PUBLIC ANY THIRD PARTY
ASSERTIONS OF PATENT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS THAT MIGHT NOW OR IN
THE FUTURE BE INFRINGED BY AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MARKETING REPORT IN ITS
CURRENT, OR IN ANY FUTURE FORM. IF ANY SUCH RIGHTS ARE DESCRIBED ON THE
MARKETING REPORT, BROADBAND FORUM TAKES NO POSITION AS TO THE VALIDITY OR
INVALIDITY OF SUCH ASSERTIONS, OR THAT ALL SUCH ASSERTIONS THAT HAVE OR MAY BE
MADE ARE SO LISTED.
All copies of this Marketing Report (or any portion hereof) must include the notices, legends, and other
provisions set forth on this page.
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